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INTRODUCTION

There has been a remarkable growth in the use of data base
management systemsover the past decade.This has resulted
from the recognition that many practical applications, pre
viously implemented by special purpose programs, can be
developed more easily through the use of a general data
base facility. Here, we will only be concernedwith relational
data base systems. The advantages of such systems have
been discussed at length in the literature.7•!'•,<,

In modern data base management systems, users typically
interact with data bases via a query language.'••ww*''" These
languages, which are often interactive, allow creation and
deletion of data bases as well as retrieval from, and updating
of, existing data bases. Because query languages have not
provided a complete programming environment, most of
these languages have been coupled to existing programming
languages. Application programs consist of statements in
the programming language intermixed with statements in the
query language to access the data base system when re
quired.

Previously investigated approaches to providing such ac
cess include the definition of subroutines to execute data
base functions and the embedding of data base constructs
into an existing language, using a preprocessor to translate
these constructs into run-time calls on a data base system
(e.g., EQUEL,2 and the embedding of SEQUEL in PL/1*).
Because the primary focus of this work was to provide data
base access from a programming language, little attention
was paid to the programming environment resulting from
the combination of the two languages.

While a given programming language and a given query
language may each be satisfactory in isolation, their com
bination may be less than satisfactory because neither one
was designed for this more general setting. In this paper we
discuss techniques for improving the programming environ
ment for data base applications. Our hypothesis is thai a
superior environment can be realized by incorporating the
data base operations as part of the programming language
itself. In the second section we outline some limitations
associated with previously proposed environments. These

• Tim n-MMich was supported in pari bv I'.S Army Research Office Cirant
DA Mi '»» ?<><'• ONV ami by ilic I'lmeiMU oi Calilomia inula a I .tctillv
Ki\,-.inli IV\i-l«tprtu'iit litanl.

.stem primarily from the fact that the programming language
is totally unaware of the data base. In the third section we
illustrate some of the benefits provided by an integrated
approach through the application ofcurrent techniques from
programming language research.

CURRENT APPROACHES

Most current approaches to providing data base access
frorn a programming language are constrained by the lact
that the language system has no knowledge about the data
base. We divide our discussion of the impact of this con
straint into five areas: data base interface, data base oper
ations, type system, compilation, and abstraction.

Data haxe interface

As mentioned previously, the two primary approaches to
providing data base access have been to provide subroutines
for data base functions and to embed data base constructs
through the use of a preprocessor.

The subroutine approach suffers from the limitations in
herent in any use of subroutines to extend the semantic
space of a language: programs become essentially a series
of calls which are often unreadable because of the many
(bookkeeping) arguments which must be passed to the sub
routine. No syntactic aids are provided to make the use of
these arguments understandable.

The preprocessor approach is somewhat better in that an
actual query language is used. Program statements and
query language statements can be freely intermixed. In most
systems the preprocessor docs not have to parse the entire
language because query language statements are lagged with
some distinguished symbol. The preprocessor removes the
query language statements, replacing them with calls upon
the data base subsystem, before the program is passed to
the language translator. The programmer transacts with a
readable version of the program and only the language Hans
lator need be concerned with the less readable version.

Unfortunately, the preprocessor approach is limited as
well. Since the query language is not part of the program
ming'language, communication between the programming
language and the data base system can become awkward.
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For example, it is often necessary to use implicitly defined
global variables to communicate the status of queries. In
some contexts, program variables which are to be made
accessible to the data base system must be preceded by
"special symbols" so that they may be recognized by the
preprocessor. In some preprocessors arbitrary constraints
are imposed as to which arguments to a data base operation
can be variables and which must be constants. In other
implementations, even though the language being extended
is strongly typed, the same level of checking is not extended
to the data base objects and their operations. Detailed ex
amples illustrating these problems are given in a previous
paper.35

Although preprocessing the entire language would remove
some of these limitations, this approach is still constrained
by the fact that (practically speaking) no amount of prepro
cessing can extend the language to incorporate relations with
the same amount of symmetry, type checking and protection
available for built-in objects.

Data haxe operations

In considering the query language as part of the program
ming language one finds that the notation and orientation of
the two are quite different. Commonly used programming
languages are procedural, with built-in facilities for iteration,
manipulation of complex data structures, and procedural
abstraction. On the other hand, most query languages are
non-procedural. In the context of a procedurally oriented
programming language these non-procedural operations
seem out of place. To provide a consistent programming
environment the objects manipulated by the data base sys
tem and their attendant operations and control structures
should be related to the objects, operations and control
structures of the language itself. For example, a join oper
ation may be thought of as a nested iteration over relations
yet the operation "join" usually appears in a form com
pletely unrelated to the iteration operations in the program
ming language. We do not advocate that higher level oper
ators such as joins be excluded from a language. Instead,
we suggest that they be defined as extensions to the language
in terms of existing primitives.

Type system

Because the programming language has no knowledge of
the data base system, the type systems of the two are usually
distinct. Data base objects cannot be manipulated in the
programming language with the same ease and flexibility as
language objects. For example, records, as used in a rela
tional data base system, often arc not treated as composite
structures in the language environment (e.g., EQUEL or
SEQUEL). This means that values must be copied individ
ually from data base records into program variables before
the values can be used. Thus, a record from a data base

cannot be an argument to a procedure nor an operand i<> an
otherwise meaningful operation (e.g.. record selection or the

right-hand-side of an assignment). The same situation holds
for relations. For example, relations may not be passetI as
parameters to functions. In addition, it is impossible to op
erate on relation typcN, say. to. obtain the count of the ''
number of columns in the relation, or to obtain the domain
of a column as a type. The existence of two type systems
may require conversions to be performed on objects as they '
flow between the two .systems..One type system controlling
data access whether in main memory or secondary storage
would be more efficient because it removes the need for

such conversions.

Compilation

In programming languages, there is often a tradeoff be
tween program flexibility and run-time efficiency. Most data
base systems arc committed to one extreme or the other
depending upon whether data base operations are inter
prcted (less efficient but more flexible,' e.g.. lN(JRES) or
compiled (more efficient but less flexible, e.g.. SEQUEL).
When a language is committed to one extreme the resulting
design decisions make the language awkward to use. or less
efficient, when the application requirements are not matched
to that commitment. For example, consider the treatment
of relation names in SEQUEL. In order for a query to
appear explicitly in the text, all relation names must be
constant (to allow compilation to be performed). If dynam
ically varying names are desired, then a string for the query
text must be constructed and the relation name inserted into

it at run-time. On the other hand. INGRlvS allows dynami
cally varying relation names but cannot utilize the fact that
a relation name is constant in a given instance. A better
programming environment would allow for a continuous
spectrum ranging from dynamically varying requests with
less efficient execution to fixed requests with more efficient
execution so that the system can provide the best possible
solution for the requirements of the problem to be solved.

Abstraction

The concept of data abstraction has received much atten
tion in the programming language community. Recently,
there has been interest in the use of data abstraction with
respect to data base systems.1" Many data base systems
support abstraction related facilities such as views, integrity
constraints and triggers.:,r--li,:,:' For example, a view pro- •*
vides a form of abstraction in that the user can construct

queries for relations which do not actually exist but are
materialized from a number of relations. If the organization-i
of the relations is changed, the view can be maintained by
redefining it in terms of this new organization. In addition,
some authors have proposed mechanisms for specifying
higher level operations on data bases (such as "hire" and
••fire")."' Although some systems offer these abstraction

• Requests can be changed al runtime (e.g.. in KOtMI. relationami domain
names can change dynamically).
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facilities, they have not yet integrated them with their coun
terparts in data abstraction from programming languages."

AN JNTEGRATED APPROACH

We will now consider the integration of data base objects
and operations into a programming language. We will not
attempt to give a complete language proposal here. Instead,
we shall illustrate some of the benefits of this approach. Our
discussion is divided into four areas: type system, data base
operations, compilation, and abstraction.

Type system

An extremely important aspect of the language is the
extension of the type system to provide access to data base
retations residing on secondary storage. While a complete
discussion of the type system is beyond the scope of this
paper, we will discuss a few aspects of the type system to
demonstrate the usefulness of an integrated approach. We
have been strongly influenced in our thinking about types
by the Mesa language.15

In introducing data types for relations in the programming
language we will exploit the obvious correspondence be
tween relations and collections of records in programming
languages, namely, a relation may be viewed as an unor
dered collection of records (tuples in data base terminology),
where the collection may not contain duplicate tuples. For
example,

Employee: type=relation of
name:string(20),
dept: integer,
salary: integer,
manager: st ring(20),
jobtitle: string! 15)

ciul

defines Employee as a relation type, where "relation of
means "unordered collection with no duplicates of . . .".

A relation type is itself an object upon which operations
may be performed to obtain access to types contained within
it. Thus,

declare e: record(Employee)

declares e as a variable whose type is identical to the un
derlying record type of the relation, and

declare deptno: Employee.dept

declares deptno to be a variable whose type is identical to
the dept column of the relation, i.e. integer.

By allowing the types contained within the relation type

Reienl woik mi litis diiection has Ken icpoiled
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to be extracted in this manner, duplication of these types in
the program is avoided. Thus, a degree of modularity is
achieved. In addition, data integrity is enhanced because the
only operations that can be performed on the values in the
data base are those allowed on the given type. Hecause there
is only one representation for a value o( a given type,
whether in the data base or in the program environment,
and because the set of types provided in the language is the
same as those provided in the data base system, no conver
sion is needed when data is moved from one environment
to the other.

Another important feature of the type system is the ability
to specify constant or dynamically varying relation and do
main names. For example, the following program fragment
declares Rel to be a relation bound to the existing data base-
relation EM P.

hefjin
declare Rel: Employee ^relatione EM P>;

end;

If the relation were not constant, e.g., if its name were
entered at a terminal, the program fragment would be

hcxin
declare Rel:limployee,

Rname: slring( 15);
writeC'.What is the relation name?")

read( Rname):

Rel: = relation! Rname)

end;

where relation is a function which takes a string argument
and returns a relation as result (or returns undefined if no
such relation exists). In either case the type of the relation
is specified so that operations on Rel can be type checked,
and the program code in the block can be the same. The
only change is in the way the relation is bound to Rel.
Because the programmer has explicit control over the con
version of the input siring into an object of type relation,
the existence of the named relation can be tested and an
appropriate action taken if it does not exist. This cannot be
done easily in any existing language.

The last aspect of the type system to be discussed is type
extensibility. Several researchers have mentioned that a
type extension facility would be valuable so that types other
than the typical primitives (e.g., integers, reals, and char
acter strings) can be placed into a data base record. The
proposed language will allow arbitrary fixed length struc
tured objects, except those including pointers or relations,
to be a component of a data base record. Providing this
feature is not particularly difficult if the data base system
supports a typing mechanism which can be extended to
include generic functions.*:,!'

* Generic functions have multiple definitions for an opeiaiur where the par
licular definition insoked at a call is dcleimined by the arguments (e.g.. ♦

dais several definitions, including definitions for integer, real, complex 01
mixed .iigiimenio.
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Data base operations

There are several ways that data base operations can be
made more convenient, consistent, and more closely related
to existing constructs in programming languages. Our inter
est in this research was motivated by the difficulty one
author of this paper had expressing complicated queries in
SEQUEL. This led to the design of a procedural query
language, described in detail elsewhere.-" In the following
discussion, an overview of the query constructs is pre
sented.

Suppose that we wish to print the names of all employees
whose manager is Kathy Fallon. This is written as

for xin Rel st x.manager=*Kathy Fallon' do write(x.name);
end

and read "for each record x in the relation Rel, such that

x's manager is 'Kathy Fallon', print x's name."* The vari
able x is known only in the scope of this statement and is
bound to each record in the relation satisfying the qualifi
cation. The qualification clause (st) is optional.

We believe that this construct is cleaner than those used

in many existing data base languages. The binding of lan
guage environment variables to data base objects is more
consistent and the control structure is more natural, say,
than requiring explicit testing of a variable shared by the
data base system and the program environment to determine
if another record exists.3

A query which requires the join of two relations may be
written as a nested for construct. For example, a list of all
employees who earn more than their managers could be
obtained by writing

for emp in Rel do
for mgr in Rel st emp.manager=mgr.name do

i/emp.sal>mgr.sal then write(emp.name)./?
end

end

Suppose one wanted to construct a temporary relation
having employee records for all people working in depart
ment 50. This could be accomplished by using the ./or con
struct to append qualifying tuples to a (temporary) relation
variable.

Alternatively, the ./or statement can be used in its short
form

begin
declare Reltemp: employee;
RelTemp: =l«// | Rel:dept=501

end

which says "construct a relation composed of those records
in Rel such that dept is 50 and assign it to RelTemp." The
construct on the right hand side of the assignment operation
is an example of a relation constructor. The keyword nil

* The use of a for statement to sequence through a collection of data obiects
has been proposed before by programming language designers""-"-10'" but
is absent from existing data base languages.

indicates that all fields of the record are selected. A relation
constructor causes a copy of each record to be made. If
only the name and salary fields were needed, the expression* ''
would be

[name.salary | Rel: dept~50|
•» (

Of course, to assign this value to RelTemp. the type speci
fication for RelTemp must be changed.

The value returned by a relation constructor may contain
duplicate records. Such objects arc called bags,27 or multi
sets.33 If the value is assigned to a relation variable, then
duplicates are removed. However, there are situations in
which the value is useful with duplicates retained, e.g.. when
a function such as average is used as in AVG(|salary|rel|).
To explicitly remove duplicates from the value, two vertical
bars ("||") are used. A relation constructor may be used
directly in ufor statement without having been previously
bound to a relation variable. This is demonstrated by the
next example which intermixes query iteration, relation con
structors, and functions which take relations as arguments
to print a list of all departments and the average salary of
employees in that department.

for x in (dept || Kcl] do
writc(x.dept.AVG((salary|Rel:dcpt--x.dcpl|));

end

This is read "for x in the set of distinct departments from
Rel, print x and the average salary for those employees in
department x".

The iterative construct is also used to update individual
records as shown in the next example in which all employees
are given a 10 percent raise.

for x in Rel do
x.salary: -x.salary * I.I;

end

As in most relational systems, the relation is not actually
changed until all iterations arc completed because the stor
age structure for the relation may require that records be
physically moved when a field is changed, in which case a
record could be updated more than once. One solution, used
in some set theoretic languages, is to make a temporary
copy of the set over which the iteration variable ranges.13
This would not be practical in this environment because of
the size of relations and the time needed to make a copy.
Alternatively, the problem may be solved by keeping all
changes in a separate file until the end of all iterations.w *#
This also solves the problem of keeping a data base consis
tent after certain kinds of crashes.

,,<?

Compilation

The linguistic benefits provided by an integrated environ
ment will be of little utility in practice unless reasonably
efficient code can be produced. Here, we discuss a number
of compilation techniques which can be utilized in order to
ensure that programs in the language have an efficient re
alization. The topics discussed arc: variable binding time.
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partial evaluation of procedures at compilc-time, and pro
gram optimization.

Variable binding time

Binding time is the time at which a variable is bound to
an entity, e.g., a specific relation to a variable of type re
lation. Whether this binding occurs at compiie-time or run
time influences both run-time efficiency and program flexi
bility. Figure 1shows a graph of binding time of variables
in data base queries versus the degree towhich these queries
are compiled for two relational data base systems.

Compiling is more efficient in execution time and may be
more efficient in execution space, while late binding allows
more flexibility. Notice thatthese two systems make explicit
commitments, to flexibility (INGRES) or to execution effi
ciency (SEQUEL). By using compilation and optimization
techniques developed for implementing programming lan
guages, it is possible to develop a system that operates in
the grey region of the graph. When enough parts of a lan
guage construct are fixed (e.g.,the relation name isconstant)
code as efficient as possible can be compiled.22 Otherwise,
less efficient code is compiled. This means that the tradeoff
between efficiency and flexibility can be controlled by the
applications programmer. Furthermore, it means that only
those programs that need more flexibility must pay for it in
terms of efficiency. Of course, in those cases where code is
compiled to access a specific relation, programs may have
to be recompiled if the definition of the relation changes.

Partial evaluation

A second compilation technique which can be used is the
partial evaluation of procedures at compile-time (procedure
closure). In SEQUEL, all relation names are viewed as
either constants in the program text (in which case compi
lation is performed) or as strings "read in" at run-time (in
which case no compilation is performed). With this organi-

lote

binding

early
binding

Ingres

System-R

infer pre ted compiled
1'igiiie I Himlinr. lime xeisus eoinpd.iltou
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zation it is impossible to pass a relation name to a procedure
and to compile queries issued from the procedures which
use this relation name. However, with global flow analysis
techniques'"combined with procedure closure techniques.'*
a programmer may be given a number ofchoices as to how
such a procedure call should- be compiled. These include:

1. compile one procedure body using only the type infor
mation about the relation,

2. compile distinct procedure bodies for each of the dif
ferent (constant) relations passed to the procedure
using type information as well as specific information
about the relation, or

3. expand certain calls "in-line" so that no call is actually
made.

Providing a programmer with a facility such as this gives
one considerable control over the tradeoff between execu
tion time and space.

Optimization

The use of an integrated language opens up many possi
bilities for optimization. The goal is to reduce the number
of calls on the data base system (and subsequent disk ac
cesses) bycombining many queries intoone. removing quer
ies from loops, eliminating temporary relations, and so on.
This can be achieved through the application of traditional
programming language optimization techniques (e.g.. code
motion, common subexpression elimination, and loop lu-
sion).' However, the potential payoff from such optimiza
tionsis much greater indata base applications than in typical
programs because the removal of a disk access represents
a savings many ordersof magnitude greater than the removal
of, for example, an assignment statement.

Beyond traditional types of optimizations, possibilities
exist for more complex optimizations using techniques sim
ilar to those used in experimental programming systems
which have program verification capabilities.3" In this case,
semantic information available in an abstraction containing
relations (e.g., integrity constraints) and information about
the physical organization of the data can be used to perforin
sophisticated optimizations.

Abstraction

Data abstraction facilities have been found useful in de
veloping programs that involvecomplexdata structures."•"•',u
It seems reasonable to consider extending such facilities to
handle relational objects and operations. Another reason lor
exploring such a facility is because it may provide a struc
turing mechanism for current data base concepts such as
views, integrity constraints, and triggers:,•,'-•,!'••',:, which are all
related to abstraction. Currently these facilities appear in
data base systems in an unstructured fashion which often
makes it difficult to determine how they interact and relate
to one another. A better approach would be to make them
all aspects of a single abstraction mechanism.
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A view permits a programmer to conceive of a data base
in terms of virtual relations. This allows fields, or complete
relations, to be operated on even though they might not
exist physically. This is similar to the notion of uniform
reference that isbeing explored in programming languages.N
Another use of views isto prevent a programmer from seeing
certain columns of a relation. Again this is similar to a
programming language concept (see the private attribute in
Mesa1*'). A problem with using views is that it is not always
clear how a value to be stored to a virtual field should be
decomposed and stored into the fields that are physically
present. Another problem is that it is not always clear what
action should be taken if a value is to be assigned to a field
which would cause the record to fall out of the view. Some
data base researchers propose to solve these problems by
establishing defaults where unambiguous alternatives are
possible and disallowing the operations otherwise. An alter
native solution, which we are currently investigating, is to
acknowledge the difficulty of establishing defaults and in
stead provide convenient tools for allowing the implementer
of the abstraction to specify the semantics explicitly.

Triggers are data base operations which are invoked au
tomatically when certain primitive operations are per
formed, e.g. when a tuple is deleted from the employee
relation the count of employees in the removed employees
department is decremented by one. In the context of a data
abstraction facility it would seem more reasonable to asso
ciate this operation with the abstract operation "fire" than
with the deletion operation itself.

Integrity constraints are assertions which characterize
what it means for the data base to be in a correct and

consistent state with respect to the semantic meaning of the
data. For example, a constraint might be that all the names
in the data base must be a subset of those in the employee
relation.19 Currently, such constraint information is used in
an enforcement sense, i.e., a constraint is checked after a

data base operation (or a group of operations) are performed.
Often these checks are very expensive. It may be possible
to use this information as assertions to be proved to hold
about the set of abstract operations which are permitted on
the data base. For those constraints which cannot be proved
to always hold it may be possible to automatically determine
additional information which should be retained in order to

simplify enforcement.

CONCLUSIONS

We have attempted to show that an integrated approach to
providing data base access from a programming language
can yield a better programming environment for data base
applications than previously available. We arc currently in
the process of designing a language with this philosophy for
use with the INGRES20 system. Other research groups arc
also working on similar problems.m*-™™ We believe that
this research represents a significant step towards a better
understanding of the relationship between programming lan
guages and data base systems.
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